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(54) SERVICE CHAIN ROUTING METHOD AND SYSTEM

(57) Provided a service chain routing method and
system, the service chain routing method includes that:
a first relay node receives a data message forwarded by
a switching node (S802), after determining that the type
of the next-hop node is a switching node (S804), the first
relay node encapsulates address information of a second
relay node in the data message, and sends the data mes-

sage to the second relay node, then the second relay
node deletes the address information and forward the
data message to the switching node which supports serv-
ice chain routing (S806). By the present disclosure, the
effects of increasing a success probability of service
chain routing and improving a service chain routing
mechanism are achieved.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of
communication, and in particular to a service chain rout-
ing method and system.

Background

[0002] At present, an operating company reduces net-
work bandwidth pressure in a manner of deploying a mo-
bile value-added service network to improve Quality of
Experience (QoE) of a user, and provides value-added
services. A service link of a mobile value-added service
network mainly includes two modes as shown in Fig. 1:

Mode 1: service enablers are statistically linked to-
gether, traffic is required to pass through all the serv-
ice enablers in the service link, and a mobile gateway
usually adopts Access Point Names (APNs) to dis-
tinguish different service links; and
Mode 2: all the service enablers are connected to a
centralized traffic routing controller, and after being
processed by each service enabler, the traffic returns
to the centralized controller to determine a next hop.

[0003] In mode 1, a network topology among the serv-
ice enablers corresponding to each APN is relatively stat-
ic, even the service enablers are fixedly connected in
series to form a service chain, adding or removing a serv-
ice enabler or simply changing a logic of the service chain
may cause a change in the network topology, and may
bring many problems to service deployment and man-
agement of an operating company. Dependence of the
network topology directly causes manual configuration
complexity and causes the service enablers merely to be
deployed according to a set sequence without changes
(although there are no limits made to an execution se-
quence of many service enablers), which makes it difficult
to achieve adaptability to elastic and rapid service de-
ployment changes; and
[0004] in mode 2, a CAPital eXpenditure (CAPX) is rel-
atively high, and all the traffic always determines the next
hop by the centralized controller, which may cause ex-
istence of a repeated function with a packet gateway.
[0005] In order to solve the problem, a service chain
routing solution is proposed in the industry, and as shown
in Fig. 1, the solution includes the following network el-
ement equipment:

traffic classification network element equipment,
mainly responsible for performing service identifica-
tion and service chain selection on a received data
message and inserting a corresponding service
chain label into the data message, specifically refer-
ring to Fig. 2;
service orchestration network element equipment,

mainly responsible for orchestrating a sequence of
service nodes which are connected in series in a
service chain;
network control network element equipment, mainly
responsible for maintaining and managing a network
topology and service chain routing table of a mobile
value-added service network; and
a switch, mainly responsible for receiving the data
message and forwarding the data message accord-
ing to the service chain routing table.

[0006] However, not all nodes of a mobile value-added
service network support service chain routing, as shown
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, service node 2 in Fig. 3 does not
support a service chain routing mechanism, which may
cause a routing failure of service chain path 2, and switch
2 in Fig. 4 does not support the service chain routing
mechanism, which may also cause a service chain rout-
ing failure.
[0007] For the problem of high rate of service chain
routing failure caused by an incapability of a conventional
node, of a mobile value-added service network, not sup-
porting a service chain routing mechanism in a related
art, there is yet no effective solution.

Summary

[0008] The present disclosure provides a service chain
routing method and system, so as to solve the problem.
[0009] According to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure, a service chain routing method is provided, in-
cluding: receiving, by a first relay node, a data message
forwarded by a switching node, wherein the data mes-
sage is a message sent to a next-hop node which does
not support service chain routing, and the first relay node
forms a binding relationship with the next-hop node; after
determining that a type of the next-hop node is a switch-
ing node, encapsulating, by the first relay node, address
information of a second relay node in the data message,
wherein the second relay node forms a binding relation-
ship with the next-hop node; and sending, by the first
relay node, the data message in which the address in-
formation is encapsulated to the second relay node, as
to the second relay node to delete the address informa-
tion in the received data message and forward the data
message in which the address information is deleted to
the switching node which supports service chain routing.
[0010] In an example embodiment, before receiving,
by the first relay node, the data message forwarded by
the switching node, including: receiving, by the first relay
node, the address information of the second relay node
from a network control node.
[0011] In an example embodiment, the binding rela-
tionship is an address tunnel binding relationship config-
ured for the first relay node, the second relay node and
the next-hop node in a manner of pre-configuring for the
switching node or in a manner of sending by the network
control node a notice to the switching node.
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[0012] In an example embodiment, the binding rela-
tionship is an address tunnel binding relationship set for
the first relay node, the second relay node and the next-
hop node by the network control node in a manner of
modifying service chain routing information.
[0013] In an example embodiment, before receiving,
by the first relay node, the address information of the
second relay node from the network control node, includ-
ing: finding, by the switching node, that the data message
contains a service chain identifier, and determining, ac-
cording to the service chain routing information, that the
next-hop node does not support service chain routing;
sending, by the switching node, an event report to the
network control node; and allocating, by the network con-
trol node, the first relay node and the second relay node
to the next-hop node according to a network topology,
wherein the second relay node refers to a relay node
directly connected with the switching node which sup-
ports service chain routing.
[0014] In an example embodiment, when the second
relay node is not administered by the network control
node, the network control node sends an allocation re-
quest to a network control node which administers the
second relay node to obtain a right of using the second
relay node and the address information of the second
relay node.
[0015] According to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure, a service chain routing system is provided, in-
cluding: a service orchestration node, a network control
node, a switching node, a service node, a first relay node
and a second relay node, wherein the first relay node
includes: a first receiving component, configured to re-
ceive a data message forwarded by the switching node,
wherein the data message is a message sent to a next-
hop node which does not support service chain routing,
and the first relay node forms a binding relationship with
the next-hop node; a first processing component, config-
ured to, after determining that a type of the next-hop node
is a switching node, encapsulate address information of
the second relay node in the data message, wherein the
second relay node forms a binding relationship with the
next-hop node; and a second processing component,
configured to send the data message in which the ad-
dress information is encapsulated to the second relay
node, as to the second relay node to delete the address
information in the received data message and forward
the data message in which the address information is
deleted to the switching node which supports service
chain routing.
[0016] In an example embodiment, the first relay node
further includes: a second receiving component, config-
ured to receive the address information of the second
relay node from the network control node.
[0017] In an example embodiment, the binding rela-
tionship is an address tunnel binding relationship config-
ured for the first relay node, the second relay node and
the next-hop node in a manner of pre-configuring for the
switching node or in a manner of sending by the network

control node a notice to the switching node.
[0018] In an example embodiment, the binding rela-
tionship is an address tunnel binding relationship set for
the first relay node, the second relay node and the next-
hop node by the network control node in a manner of
modifying service chain routing information.
[0019] In an example embodiment, the switching node
includes: a determination component, configured to find
that the data message contains a service chain identifier,
and determine, according to the service chain routing
information, that the next-hop node does not support
service chain routing; a first sending component, config-
ured to send an event report to the network control node;
and the network control node includes: an allocation com-
ponent, configured to allocate the first relay node and the
second relay node to the next-hop node according to a
network topology, wherein the second relay node refers
to a relay node directly connected with the switching node
which supports service chain routing.
[0020] In an example embodiment, the network control
node further includes: a second sending component,
configured to, when the second relay node is not admin-
istered by the network control node, send an allocation
request to a network control node which administers the
second relay node to obtain a right of using the second
relay node and the address information of the second
relay node.
[0021] According to the present disclosure, a manner
of additionally arranging the relay node in a conventional
mobile value-added service network deployed by an op-
erating company and functionally extending and defining
other nodes is adopted, so that the problem of high rate
of service chain routing failure caused by an incapability
of a conventional node of the mobile value-added service
network in supporting a service chain routing mechanism
in the related art is solved, the relay node may be adopted
to forward the data message forwarded by the switching
node to the next-hop service node when the next-hop
node which does not support the service chain routing
capability is a service node, the relay node may be adopt-
ed to forward the data message forwarded by the switch-
ing node to the next-hop switching node when the next-
hop node which does not support the service chain rout-
ing capability is a switching node, and the effects of in-
creasing a success probability of service chain routing
and improving the service chain routing mechanism are
further achieved.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0022] The drawings described here are adopted to
provide further understanding of the present disclosure,
and form a part of the present disclosure. Schematic em-
bodiments of the present disclosure and descriptions
thereof are adopted to explain the present disclosure and
not intended to form improper limits to the present dis-
closure. In the drawings:
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Fig. 1 is a structure diagram of service chain routing
of a mobile value-added service network according
to the related art;
Fig. 2 is a diagram of inserting a service chain label
into a data message according to the related art;
Fig. 3 is a diagram of service chain routing under the
condition that a service node does not support a serv-
ice chain routing mechanism according to the related
art;
Fig. 4 is a diagram of service chain routing under the
condition that a switching node does not support a
service chain routing mechanism according to the
related art;
Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a service chain routing method
according to embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 6 is a structure block diagram of a service chain
routing system according to embodiment 1 of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 7 is a structure block diagram of an example
service chain routing system according to embodi-
ment 1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 8 is a flowchart of a service chain routing method
according to embodiment 2 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 9 is a structure block diagram of a service chain
routing system according to embodiment 2 of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 10 is a structure block diagram of an example
service chain routing system according to embodi-
ment 2 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 11 is a structure block diagram of service or-
chestration network element equipment according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 12 is a structure block diagram of network control
network element equipment according to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 13 is a structure block diagram of a switch ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 14 is a structure diagram of service chain routing
of a mobile value-added service network according
to an example embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 15 is a diagram of message processing under
the condition that a next-hop node is a service node
according to an example embodiment of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 16 is a diagram of message processing under
the condition that a next-hop node is a switching
node according to an example embodiment of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 17 is a flowchart of message processing under
the condition that a next-hop node is a service node
according to an example embodiment of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 18 is a flowchart of message processing under
the condition that a next-hop node is a switching
node according to an example embodiment of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 19 is a flowchart of manner 1 of setting a state
of a port of a switching node according to an example

embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 20 is a flowchart of manner 2 of setting a state
of a port of a switching node according to an example
embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 21 is a flowchart of manner 3 of setting a state
of a port of a switching node according to an example
embodiment of the present disclosure; and
Fig. 22 is a flowchart of processing for a cross-do-
main relay node in a scenario where a switch does
not support service chain routing according to an ex-
ample embodiment of the present disclosure.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0023] The present disclosure will be described below
with reference to the drawings and embodiments in de-
tail. It is important to note that the embodiments in the
present disclosure and characteristics in the embodi-
ments may be combined under the condition of no con-
flicts.
[0024] Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure pro-
vides a service chain routing method. Fig. 5 is a flowchart
of a service chain routing method according to embodi-
ment 1 of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig.
5, the method mainly includes the following steps (Step
502 to Step 506):

Step 502: a relay node receives a first data message
forwarded by a switching node, wherein the first data
message is a message sent to a next-hop node
which does not support service chain routing, and
the relay node forms a binding relationship with the
next-hop node;
Step 504: after determining that a type of the next-
hop node is a service node, the relay node deletes
a service chain identifier in the first data message;
and
Step 506: the relay node sends the first data mes-
sage in which the service chain identifier is deleted
to the switching node, as to the switching node to
forward, according to the binding relationship, the
first data message in which the service chain iden-
tifier is deleted to the next-hop node.

[0025] By each of the steps, a manner of additionally
arranging the relay node in a conventional mobile value-
added service network deployed by an operating com-
pany and functionally extending and defining other nodes
is adopted, and when the next-hop node which does not
support a service chain routing capability is a service
node, the relay node may be adopted to forward the data
message forwarded by the switching node to the next-
hop service node, so that a success probability of service
chain routing is increased, and a service chain routing
mechanism is improved.
[0026] In embodiment 1, the operation that the relay
node deletes the service chain identifier from the first
data message in Step 504 may be implemented in a man-
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ner as follows: the relay node stores a corresponding
relationship between an address quintuple and service
chain identifier in the first data message, wherein the
address quintuple includes: a destination IP address, a
destination port, a source IP address, a source port and
a protocol number; and the relay node deletes the service
chain identifier from the first data message.
[0027] In embodiment 1, after Step 506 is executed,
the relay node may further receive a second data mes-
sage forwarded by the switching node, wherein the sec-
ond data message is a message returned by the next-
hop node after message processing; the relay node adds
the service chain identifier in the first data message into
the second data message; and the relay node forwards
the second data message into which the service chain
identifier is added to the switching node.
[0028] In an example embodiment, the operation that
the relay node adds the service chain identifier in the first
data message into the second data message may be
implemented in a manner as follows: the relay node ac-
quires an address quintuple in the second data message
at first; the relay node searches a corresponding rela-
tionship set to which the stored corresponding relation-
ship belongs, for whether there is a corresponding serv-
ice chain identifier corresponding to the address quintu-
ple in the second data message or not; when a search
result is that there is the corresponding service chain
identifier corresponding to the address quintuple in the
second data message, the relay node adds the found
service chain identifier into the second data message,
and deletes the corresponding relationship in the corre-
sponding relationship set; and when the search result is
that there is no the corresponding service chain identifier
corresponding to the address quintuple in the second
data message, the relay node determines that the next-
hop node has modified the address quintuple during mes-
sage processing, acquires the address quintuple in the
first data message from the next-hop node, acquires the
service chain identifier in the first data message accord-
ing to the corresponding relationship, and adds the ac-
quired service chain identifier into the second data mes-
sage.
[0029] In embodiment 1, the binding relationship may
be implemented in two manners as follows: manner (1):
the binding relationship is an address tunnel binding re-
lationship configured for the relay node and the next-hop
node in a manner of pre-configuring for the switching
node or in a manner of sending by a network control node
a notice to the switching node; and manner (2): the bind-
ing relationship may be an address tunnel binding rela-
tionship set for the relay node and the next-hop node by
the network control node in a manner of modifying service
chain routing information.
[0030] In an example embodiment, in an implementa-
tion process of manner (2), before the network control
node modifies the service chain routing information, the
method may further include that: the switching node finds
that the first data message contains the service chain

identifier, and determines, according to the service chain
routing information, that the next-hop node does not sup-
port service chain routing; the switching node sends an
event report to the network control node; and the network
control node allocates the relay node to the next-hop
node according to a network topology, wherein the relay
node includes: a virtual machine, service equipment, or
an internal component of the network control node.
[0031] Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure pro-
vides a service chain routing system, which is configured
to implement the service chain routing method provided
by embodiment 1. Fig. 6 is a structure block diagram of
a service chain routing system according to embodiment
1 of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 6, the
system mainly includes: a service orchestration node 10,
a network control node 20, a switching node 30, a service
node 40 and a relay node 50.
[0032] In an example embodiment, the relay node 50
may further include: a first receiving component 51, con-
figured to, receive a first data message forwarded by the
switching node 30, wherein the first data message is a
message sent to a next-hop node which does not support
service chain routing, and the relay node 50 forms a bind-
ing relationship with the next-hop node; a first processing
component 52, configured to, after determining that a
type of the next-hop node is a service node, delete a
service chain identifier in the first data message; and a
first sending component 53, configured to send the first
data message in which the service chain identifier is de-
leted to the switching node 30, as to the switching node
30 to forward, according to the binding relationship, the
first data message in which the service chain identifier is
deleted to the next-hop node.
[0033] Based on the service chain routing system
shown in Fig. 6, embodiment 1 of the present disclosure
further provides an example service chain routing sys-
tem. Fig. 7 is a structure block diagram of an example
service chain routing system according to embodiment
1 of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 7, in
the example service chain routing system, the first
processing component 52 includes: a storage element
522, configured to store a corresponding relationship be-
tween an address quintuple and service chain identifier
in the first data message, wherein the address quintuple
includes: a destination IP address, a destination port, a
source IP address, a source port and a protocol number;
and a deletion element 524, configured to delete the serv-
ice chain identifier from the first data message.
[0034] In the example service chain routing system,
the relay node 50 further includes: a second receiving
component 54, configured to receive a second data mes-
sage forwarded by the switching node 30, wherein the
second data message is a message returned by the next-
hop node after message processing; a second process-
ing component 55, configured to add the service chain
identifier in the first data message into the second data
message; and a second sending component 56, config-
ured to forward the second data message into which the
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service chain identifier is added to the switching node.
[0035] Furthermore, the second processing compo-
nent 55 includes: an acquisition element 552, configured
to acquire an address quintuple in the second data mes-
sage; a searching element, configured to search a cor-
responding relationship set to which the stored corre-
sponding relationship belongs, for whether there is a cor-
responding service chain identifier corresponding to the
address quintuple in the second data message or not; a
first processing element 554, configured to, under the
condition that a search result of the searching element
is that there is the corresponding service chain identifier
corresponding to the address quintuple in the second
data message, add the found service chain identifier into
the second data message, and delete the corresponding
relationship in the corresponding relationship set; and a
second processing element 556, configured to, under the
condition that the search result of the searching element
is that there is no the corresponding service chain iden-
tifier corresponding to the address quintuple in the sec-
ond data message, determine that the next-hop node
has modified the address quintuple during message
processing, acquire the address quintuple in the first data
message from the next-hop node, acquire the service
chain identifier in the first data message according to the
corresponding relationship, and add the acquired service
chain identifier into the second data message.
[0036] In an example embodiment, the binding rela-
tionship may be implemented in two manners as follows:
manner (1): the binding relationship is an address tunnel
binding relationship configured for the relay node 50 and
the next-hop node in a manner of pre-configuring for the
switching node 30 or in a manner of sending by a network
control node 20 a notice to the switching node 30; and
manner (2): the binding relationship is an address tunnel
binding relationship set for the relay node 50 and the
next-hop node by the network control node 20 in a man-
ner of modifying service chain routing information.
[0037] In the example service chain routing system,
the switching node 30 includes: a determination compo-
nent 32, configured to find that the first data message
contains the service chain identifier, and determine, ac-
cording to the service chain routing information, that the
next-hop node does not support service chain routing; a
sending component 34, configured to send an event re-
port to the network control node 20; and the network con-
trol node 20 includes: an allocation component 22, con-
figured to allocate the relay node 50 to the next-hop node
according to a network topology, wherein the relay node
50 may include: a virtual machine, service equipment, or
an internal component of the network control node.
[0038] Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure pro-
vides a service chain routing method. Fig. 8 is a flowchart
of a service chain routing method according to embodi-
ment 2 of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig.
8, the method mainly includes the following steps (Step
802 to Step 806):

Step 802: a first relay node receives a data message
forwarded by a switching node, wherein the data
message is a message sent to a next-hop node
which does not support service chain routing, and
the first relay node forms a binding relationship with
the next-hop node;
Step 804: after determining that a type of the next-
hop node is a switching node, the first relay node
encapsulates address information of a second relay
node in the data message, wherein the second relay
node forms a binding relationship with the next-hop
node; and
Step 806: the first relay node sends the data mes-
sage in which the address information is encapsu-
lated to the second relay node, as to the second relay
node to delete the address information in the re-
ceived data message and forward the data message
in which the address information is deleted to the
switching node which supports service chain routing.

[0039] By each of the steps, a manner of additionally
arranging the relay nodes in a conventional mobile value-
added service network deployed by an operating com-
pany and functionally extending and defining other nodes
is adopted, and when the next-hop node which does not
support a service chain routing capability is a switching
node, the relay node may be adopted to forward the data
message forwarded by the switching node to the next-
hop switching node, so that a success probability of serv-
ice chain routing is increased, and a service chain routing
mechanism is improved.
[0040] In embodiment 2, before Step 802 is executed,
the first relay node may receive the address information
of the second relay node from a network control node.
[0041] In an example embodiment, before the opera-
tion that the first relay node receives the address infor-
mation of the second relay node from the network control
node, the method may further include that: the switching
node finds that the data message contains a service
chain identifier, and determines, according to the service
chain routing information, that the next-hop node does
not support service chain routing; the switching node
sends an event report to the network control node; and
the network control node allocates the first relay node
and the second relay node to the next-hop node accord-
ing to a network topology, wherein the second relay node
refers to a relay node directly connected with the switch-
ing node which supports service chain routing.
[0042] In embodiment 2, the binding relationship may
be implemented in two manners as follows: manner (1):
the binding relationship is an address tunnel binding re-
lationship configured for the first relay node, the second
relay node and the next-hop node in a manner of pre-
configuring for the switching node or in a manner of send-
ing by the network control node a notice to the switching
node; and manner (2): the binding relationship may be
an address tunnel binding relationship set for the first
relay node, the second relay node and the next-hop node
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by the network control node in a manner of modifying
service chain routing information.
[0043] In an example embodiment, when the second
relay node is not administered by the network control
node, the network control node sends an allocation re-
quest to a network control node which administers the
second relay node to obtain a right of using the second
relay node and the address information of the second
relay node.
[0044] Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure pro-
vides a service chain routing system, which is configured
to implement the service chain routing method provided
by embodiment 2. Fig. 9 is a structure block diagram of
a service chain routing system according to embodiment
2 of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 9, the
system mainly includes: a service orchestration node 10,
a network control node 20, a switching node 30, a service
node 40, a first relay node 52 and a second relay node
54, wherein the first relay node 52 includes: a first receiv-
ing component 522, configured to receive a data mes-
sage forwarded by the switching node 30, wherein the
data message is a message sent to a next-hop node
which does not support service chain routing, and the
first relay node 52 forms a binding relationship with the
next-hop node; a first processing component 524, con-
figured to, after determining that a type of the next-hop
node is a switching node, encapsulate address informa-
tion of the second relay node 54 in the data message,
wherein the second relay node forms a binding relation-
ship with the next-hop node; and a second processing
component 526, configured to send the data message in
which the address information is encapsulated to the sec-
ond relay node 54, so as to the second relay node 54 to
delete the address information in the received data mes-
sage and forward the data message in which the address
information is deleted to the switching node 30 which
supports service chain routing.
[0045] Based on the service chain routing system
shown in Fig. 9, embodiment 2 of the present disclosure
further provides an example service chain routing sys-
tem. Fig. 10 is a structure block diagram of an example
service chain routing system according to embodiment
2 of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 10, the
first relay node 52 may further include: a second receiving
component 528, configured to receive the address infor-
mation of the second relay node 54 from the network
control node 20.
[0046] In an example embodiment, the binding rela-
tionship may be implemented in two manners as follows:
manner (1): the binding relationship is an address tunnel
binding relationship configured for the first relay node 52,
the second relay node 54 and the next-hop node in a
manner of pre-configuring for the switching node 30 or
in a manner of sending by the network control node 20
a notice to the switching node 30; and manner (2): the
binding relationship is an address tunnel binding relation-
ship set for the first relay node 52, the second relay node
54 and the next-hop node by the network control node

20 in a manner of modifying service chain routing infor-
mation.
[0047] In the example service chain routing system,
the switching node 30 includes: a determination compo-
nent 32, configured to find that the data message con-
tains a service chain identifier, and determine, according
to the service chain routing information, that the next-hop
node does not support service chain routing; a first send-
ing component 34, configured to send an event report to
the network control node 20; and the network control
node 20 includes: an allocation component 22, config-
ured to allocate the first relay node 52 and the second
relay node 54 to the next-hop node according to a net-
work topology, wherein the second relay node 54 refers
to a relay node directly connected with the switching node
30 which supports service chain routing.
[0048] In an example embodiment, the network control
node 20 further includes: a second sending component
24, configured to, when the second relay node 54 is not
administered by the network control node 20, send an
allocation request to a network control node which ad-
ministers the second relay node 54 to obtain a right of
using the second relay node 54 and the address infor-
mation of the second relay node.
[0049] The embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides service orchestration network element
equipment. Fig. 11 is a structure block diagram of service
orchestration network element equipment according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure, and as shown
in Fig. 11, the service orchestration network element
equipment may include: a collection component 110,
configured to collect service chain routing capability in-
formation of all service nodes in a service chain; a screen-
ing component 112, configured to screen, according to
the service chain routing capability information, a service
node which does not support a service chain routing ca-
pability; and a notification component 114, configured to
notify the service node which does not support the service
chain routing capability to network control network ele-
ment equipment as to the network control network ele-
ment equipment to set, a state of a port of a switching
node connected with the service node which does not
support the service chain routing capability, into a state
of not supporting service chain routing.
[0050] The embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides network control network element equip-
ment. Fig. 12 is a structure block diagram of network
control network element equipment according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure, and as shown in Fig.
12, the network control network element equipment may
include: a collection component 120, configured to collect
service chain routing capability information of all switch-
ing nodes in a mobile value-added service network; a
screening component 122, configured to screen, accord-
ing to the service chain routing capability information, a
switching node which does not support a service chain
routing capability; and a setting component 124, config-
ured to set, according to a network topology, a state of
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a port of a switching node connected with the switching
node which does not support the service chain routing
capability, into a state of not supporting service chain
routing.
[0051] The embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides a switch. Fig. 13 is a structure block diagram
of a switch according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 13, the switch may in-
clude: a determination component 130, configured to,
when data forwarding to a next-hop node fails or there
is no response, determine that the next-hop node does
not support a service chain routing capability; a reporting
component 132, configured to report, port state informa-
tion which indicates that the next-hop node does not sup-
port the service chain routing capability, to network con-
trol network element equipment, as to the network control
network element equipment to determine, according to
a predetermined strategy and the port state information,
that the next-hop node really does not support the service
chain routing capability; a receiving component 134, con-
figured to receive a response message returned by the
network control network element equipment, wherein the
response message may be used for notifying the switch
to set a state of a port connected with the next-hop node
into a state of not supporting service chain routing; and
a setting component 136, configured to set, according to
the response message, a state of the switch port con-
nected with the next-hop node into the state of not sup-
porting service chain routing.
[0052] By adopting the service chain routing methods
and systems, service orchestration network element
equipment, network control network element equipment
and/or a switch provided by the abovementioned embod-
iments, the problem of high rate of service chain routing
failure caused by an incapability of a conventional node
of a mobile value-added service network in supporting a
service chain routing mechanism in the related art is
solved, and the effects of increasing a success probability
of service chain routing and improving the service chain
routing mechanism are achieved.
[0053] The service chain routing methods and sys-
tems, service orchestration network element equipment,
network control network element equipment and/or a
switch provided by the abovementioned embodiments
will be described and illustrated below with reference to
Fig. 14 to Fig. 22 and example embodiments in more
detail.

Example embodiment

[0054] Fig. 14 is a structure diagram of service chain
routing of a mobile value-added service network accord-
ing to an example embodiment of the present disclosure.
Compared with a structure (shown in Fig. 1) in a back-
ground art, the structure shown in Fig. 14 mainly has an
additional relay node network element. Since no traffic
classification network element is involved in the present
example embodiment, for concise description, a traffic

classification network element is eliminated in the struc-
ture, and the structure mainly includes:

service orchestration network element equipment,
which is responsible for, besides orchestrating a se-
quence of service nodes connected in series in a
service chain, collecting capability information
(mainly including: whether supporting a service
chain routing capability or not) of the service nodes
and transmitting the information to network control
network element equipment;
the network control network element equipment,
which is responsible for, besides maintaining and
managing a network topology and service chain rout-
ing table of a mobile value-added service network,
assigning a relay node to a service node and switch-
ing node (switch) which do not support service chain
routing;
a switching node (switch), which is responsible for,
besides receiving a data message and forwarding
the data message according to the service chain
routing table, sensing whether a next hop has a ca-
pability of supporting service chain routing or not,
and when a sense result is that the next hop does
not have the capability of supporting service chain
routing, forwarding the message to the relay node
assigned by the network control network element
equipment; and
the relay node, which executes corresponding oper-
ation according to a type, notified by the network
control network element equipment, of a next-hop
node, specifically including that: (1) when the type
of the next-hop node is a service node, the relay
node stores a relationship between an address quin-
tuple and service chain identifier in the received data
message, deletes the service chain identifier in the
data message, and sends the data message to the
switching node for forwarding to the next-hop node,
and after receiving a returned data message, the re-
lay node acquires a quintuple in the data message,
searches a stored relationship between the address
quintuple and the service chain identifier for a cor-
responding service chain identifier, and if the corre-
sponding service chain identifier is found, adds the
corresponding service chain identifier into the data
message, deletes a stored corresponding relation-
ship record of the quintuple and the service chain
identifier, and forwards the data message to the
switching node; and (2) when the type of the next-
hop node is a switching node, a first relay node ac-
quires address information of a second relay node,
and encapsulates the address information of the sec-
ond relay node to a header of a data message, a first
switching node forwards the data message to the
second relay node, and the second relay node strips
the address information, encapsulated in the data
message, of the second relay node, and forwards
the data message to a second switching node.
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[0055] Fig. 15 is a diagram of message processing un-
der the condition that a next-hop node is a service node
according to an example embodiment of the present dis-
closure, and as shown in Fig. 15, when forwarding a mes-
sage according to a service chain routing table after re-
ceiving the data message, a switching node reports an
event to a network control node if finding that a next-hop
node does not support service chain routing (referring to
Step O);
the network control node selects a relay node serving
the next-hop node, notifies the relay node of a type of
the next-hop node (note: when the relay node merely
processes a service node, network control network ele-
ment equipment is not required to notify the type of the
next-hop node), then modifies a stream table of the
switching node to implement address tunnel binding be-
tween the relay node and the next-hop service node, and
forwards the data message, containing a service chain
identifier, to be sent to the service node to the relay node,
the relay node forwards the data message not containing
the service chain identifier to the service node, and all
data messages returned by the service node are forward-
ed to the relay node (referring to Step P);
the switching node forwards the data message to the
relay node, the data message containing the service
chain identifier at this moment (referring to Step Q);
the relay node receives the data message, dynamically
stores a corresponding relationship between a quintuple
and service chain identifier in the message, wherein the
quintuple refers to a destination IP address, a destination
port, a source IP address, a source port and a protocol
number contained in the message, deletes a field of the
service chain identifier in the message, and forwards the
message to the switching node (referring to Step R);
the switching node judges that there is no service chain
identifier in the received data message, and forwards the
data message to the service node for processing accord-
ing to a binding relationship between the relay node and
the service node (referring to Step S);
the service node receives the message, and returns the
data message after processing (referring to Step T);
the switching node returns the returned data message
to the relay node according to the binding relationship
between the service node and the relay node (referring
to Step U);
after receiving the data message, the relay node acquires
an address quintuple (which may be called a quintuple
for short) in the data message, searches a stored rela-
tionship table of the quintuple and the service chain iden-
tifier for a corresponding service chain identifier accord-
ing to the quintuple, and when the corresponding service
chain identifier is found, adds the corresponding service
chain identifier into the data message, deletes a stored
corresponding relationship record of the quintuple and
the service chain identifier and forwards the message to
the switching node; when the corresponding service
chain identifier is not found, it is indicated that the service
node has modified an initial quintuple of the message,

for example, a Network Address Translation (NAT) type
service node, and at this moment, the relay node is re-
quired to acquire initial quintuple information from the
service node and search the relationship table to acquire
the service chain identifier according to the initial quintu-
ple, inserts a service chain identifier field into the data
message after acquisition, and forwards the message to
the switching node (referring to Step V); and
the switching node is responsible for forwarding the mes-
sage to a hop after a next hop.
[0056] Fig. 16 is a diagram of message processing un-
der the condition that a next-hop node is a switching node
according to an example embodiment of the present dis-
closure, and as shown in Fig. 16, when forwarding a mes-
sage according to a service chain routing table after re-
ceiving the data message, a switching node reports an
event to a network control node when finding that a next-
hop node does not support service chain routing (refer-
ring to Step O);
network control network element equipment selects a
first relay node (including the first relay node and a sec-
ond relay node) serving the next-hop node, and acquires
address information of the second relay node at first,
wherein the second relay node refers to a relay node
which may be directly connected with a subsequent
switching node supporting service chain routing, and
there are two acquisition manners: first, the second relay
node is administered by current network control network
element equipment, and then the network control net-
work element equipment selects the second relay node
according to a network topology and a capability of the
switching node; second, the second relay node may not
be administered by the current network control network
element equipment (called network control network ele-
ment equipment 1), network control network element
equipment 1 is required to request network control net-
work element equipment 2 (network control network el-
ement equipment to which the second relay node be-
longs) to allocate the second relay node (see details in
Fig. 22); network control network element equipment 1
acquires and transmits the address information of relay
node 2 (i.e. the second relay node) to relay node 1 (i.e.
the first relay node), then modifies a stream table of the
switching node to implement address tunnel binding be-
tween each of relay node 1 and relay node 2 and the
next-hop node, and forwards the data message, contain-
ing a service chain identifier, to be sent to a service node
to relay node 1, relay node 1 transmits the message not
containing the service chain identifier to the service node,
and all data messages returned by the service node are
forwarded to relay node 1 (referring to Step P);
the switching node forwards the data message to the first
relay node, wherein the data message contains the serv-
ice chain identifier at this moment (referring to Step Q);
the first relay node receives the data message, encap-
sulates the address information of the second relay node
in a header of the message, and forwards the message
to the switching node (referring to Step R);
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the switching node forwards the data message to the
second relay node (referring to Step S);
the second relay node strips the address information of
the second relay node after receiving the data message,
and transmits the message to the switching node which
supports service chain routing (referring to Step T); and
the switching node is responsible for forwarding the mes-
sage to the corresponding service node.
[0057] Fig. 17 is a flowchart of message processing
under the condition that a next-hop node is a service
node according to an example embodiment of the
present disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 17, the flow
includes the following steps.

Step 1701: a switching node receives a data mes-
sage, finds that the message contains a service
chain identifier, and then detects, according to a
service chain routing table, that a next-hop node to
which the message is to be forwarded does not sup-
port service chain routing.
Step 1702: the switching node sends an event report
to network control node equipment.
Step 1703: the network control node equipment al-
locates a relay node to the next-hop node according
to a network topology, wherein the relay node may
be a virtual machine instance, or service equipment,
or a component in a network control node.

[0058] Here, it is important to note that the first three
steps are unnecessary when the switching node has
known existence of the relay node (for example, the net-
work control node has notified the switching node, or the
switching node has been statistically configured with a
relay node (including a built-in relay node)).

Step 1704: the network control node equipment
modifies a service chain routing stream table to im-
plement address tunnel binding of the relay node
and the next-hop node, and forwards the data mes-
sage, containing the service chain identifier, to be
sent to a service node to the relay node, the relay
node forwards the data message not containing the
service chain identifier to the service node, and all
data messages returned by the service node are for-
warded to the relay node.
Step 1705: the switching node forwards the data
message to the relay node according to the service
chain routing stream table.
Step 1706: after receiving the data message, the re-
lay node dynamically stores a corresponding rela-
tionship between a quintuple and service chain iden-
tifier in the message (wherein the quintuple refers to
a destination IP address, a destination port, a source
IP address, a source port and a protocol number
contained in the message), deletes a service chain
identifier field in the message, and forwards the data
message to the switching node.
Step 1707: the switching node determines that there

is no service chain identifier in the received data mes-
sage, and forwards the data message to the service
node for processing according to a binding relation-
ship between the relay node and the service node.
Step 1708-Step 1709: the service node receives the
data message, and returns the data message after
processing, and the switching node returns the re-
turned data message to the relay node according to
the binding relationship between the service node
and the relay node.
Step 1710: after receiving the data message, the re-
lay node acquires a quintuple in the data message
at first, searches a stored relationship table of the
address quintuple and the service chain identifier for
a corresponding service chain identifier according to
the quintuple, and when the corresponding service
chain identifier is found, adds the corresponding
service chain identifier into the data message, de-
letes a corresponding relationship record of the quin-
tuple and the service chain identifier and forwards
the message to the switching node; and when the
corresponding service chain identifier is not found,
it is indicated that the service node has modified an
initial quintuple of the message (for example, a NAT
type service node), and at this moment, the relay
node is required to acquire initial quintuple informa-
tion from the service node and search the relation-
ship table to acquire the service chain identifier ac-
cording to the initial quintuple, inserts the service
chain identifier field into the data message after ac-
quisition, and forwards the message to the switching
node for the switching node to forward the message
to the next-hop node.

[0059] Fig. 18 is a flowchart of message processing
under the condition that a next-hop node is a switching
node according to an example embodiment of the
present disclosure, and as shown in Fig. 18, the flow
includes the following steps.

Step 1801: after receiving a data message, a switch-
ing node finds that a next-hop node does not support
service chain routing when forwarding the message
according to a service chain routing table.
Step 1802: the switching node reports an event to
network control node equipment.
Step 1803: the network control node equipment se-
lects relay nodes serving the next-hop node, and ac-
quires address information of a second relay node,
wherein the second relay node refers to a relay node
which may be directly connected with a subsequent
switching node supporting service chain routing, and
there are two acquisition manners: first, the second
relay node is administered by current network control
network element equipment, and then the network
control network element equipment selects the sec-
ond relay node according to a network topology and
a capability of the switching node; and second, the
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second relay node may not be administered by the
current network control network element equipment,
network control network element equipment 1 is re-
quired to request network control network element
equipment 2 to allocate the second relay node (see
details in Fig. 22).

[0060] Here, it is important to note that the first three
steps are unnecessary when the switching node has
known existence of the relay nodes (for example, the
network control node has notified the switching node, or
the switching node has been statistically configured with
relay nodes (including built-in relay nodes)).

Step 1804: the network control network element
equipment acquires and transmits the address infor-
mation of relay node 2 to relay node 1.
Step 1805: a stream table of the switching node is
modified to implement address tunnel binding of the
relay nodes and the next-hop node, the data mes-
sage, containing a service chain identifier, to be sent
to a service node is forwarded to the relay node, the
relay node transmits the message not containing the
service chain identifier to the service node, and all
data messages returned by the service node are for-
warded to the relay node.
Step 1806: the switching node forwards the data
message to relay node 1 (the data message contain-
ing the service chain identifier at this moment).
Step 1807: the relay node receives the data mes-
sage, encapsulates the address information of the
second relay node in a header of the message, and
forwards the message to the switching node.
Step 1808: the switching node forwards the data
message to the second relay node.
Step 1809: the second relay node strips its own ad-
dress information after receiving the data message,
and transmits the message to the switching node
which supports service chain routing, and the switch-
ing node be responsible for forwarding the message
to the corresponding service node.

[0061] Fig. 19 is a flowchart of manner 1 of setting a
state of a port of a switching node according to an exam-
ple embodiment of the present disclosure, manner 1 is
used for enabling a switch to detect whether a next-hop
node supports a service chain routing capability or not,
and as shown in Fig. 19, the flow includes the following
steps:

Step 1901: a service orchestration node collects ca-
pabilities of each service node;
Step 1902: a node which does not support service
chain routing is screened and notified to a network
control node;
Step 1903: the network control node sets a state of
a switch port connected with the service node without
a service chain routing capability into a "state of not

supporting service chain routing" according to a net-
work topology, and when the switch searches a serv-
ice chain routing table to find that a state of an output
port is the "state of not supporting service chain rout-
ing", the flow shown in Fig. 17/18 is triggered; and
Step 1904: the network control node returns a serv-
ice node capability information reporting response.

[0062] Fig. 20 is a flowchart of manner 2 of setting a
state of a port of a switching node according to an exam-
ple embodiment of the present disclosure, manner 2 is
used for a network control node detecting whether a next-
hop switch of a switching node supports a service chain
routing capability or not, and as shown in Fig. 20, the flow
includes the following steps:

Step 2001: the network control node collects capa-
bility information of each switching node in a network,
and screens the switching node which does not sup-
port service chain routing; and
Step 2002: the network control node sets a state of
a switch port connected with the switching node with-
out a service chain routing capability into a "state of
not supporting service chain routing" according to a
network topology.

[0063] Fig. 21 is a flowchart of manner 3 of setting a
state of a port of a switching node according to an exam-
ple embodiment of the present disclosure, manner 3 is
configured for a switching node to detect whether a next
hop supports a service chain routing capability or not,
and as shown in Fig. 21, the flow includes the following
steps:

Step 2101: when forwarding data, the switching node
detects that the next hop does not support service
chain routing (for example, there is no response to
sent data or the data is failed to be sent);
Step 2102: the switching node reports port state in-
formation to a network control node to notify the net-
work control node of a service chain routing failure
of the next hop; and
Step 2103: the network control node determines that
the next hop reported by the switching node really
does not support service chain routing according to
a strategy (for example, a failure frequency thresh-
old), and replies with a response message to notify
the switching node of setting a state of a port into a
"state of not supporting service chain routing".

[0064] Fig. 22 is a flowchart of processing for a cross-
domain relay node in a scenario where a switch does not
support service chain routing according to an example
embodiment of the present disclosure, and as shown in
Fig. 22, the flow includes the following steps:

Step 2201: network control node 1 of service domain
1 receives from a switching node a report about that
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a next hop does not support service chain routing,
and assigns relay node 1 in this domain;
Step 2202: network control node 2 of domain 2 is
requested to allocate a relay node;
Step 2203: network control node 2 of domain 2 allo-
cates relay node 2;
Step 2204: information of relay node 1 is notified (this
step is an optional step);
Step 2205: a request response containing address
information of relay node 2 is returned; and
Step 2206: network control node 1 notifies relay node
1 of the collected address information of relay node 2.

[0065] It is important to note that each of the above-
mentioned components may be implemented with hard-
ware. For example: a processor includes each of the
abovementioned components, or, each of the above-
mentioned components is positioned in a processor.
[0066] In another embodiment, software is further pro-
vided, which is configured to execute the technical solu-
tions of the embodiments and preferred implementation
modes.
[0067] In another embodiment, a storage medium is
further provided, in which the software is stored, the stor-
age medium including, but not limited to: an optical disk,
a floppy disk, a hard disk, an erasable memory and the
like.
[0068] From the above descriptions, it can be seen that
the present disclosure has the following technical effects:
a manner of additionally arranging the relay node in a
conventional mobile value-added service network de-
ployed by an operating company and functionally extend-
ing and defining other nodes is adopted, the relay node
may be adopted to forward the data message forwarded
by the switching node to the next-hop service node when
the next-hop node which does not support the service
chain routing capability is a service node, and the relay
node may be adopted to forward the data message for-
warded by the switching node to the next-hop switching
node when the next-hop node which does not support
the service chain routing capability is a switching node,
so that the effects of increasing a success probability of
service chain routing and improving a service chain rout-
ing mechanism are further achieved.
[0069] Obviously, those skilled in the art should know
that each component or step of the present disclosure
may be implemented by a universal computing device,
and the components or steps may be concentrated on a
single computing device or distributed on a network
formed by a plurality of computing devices, and may op-
tionally be implemented by programmable codes execut-
able for the computing devices, so that the components
or steps may be stored in a storage device for execution
with the computing devices, the shown or described
steps may be executed in sequences different from those
described here in some circumstances, or may form each
integrated circuit component respectively, or multiple
components or steps therein may form a single integrated

circuit component for implementation. As a conse-
quence, the present disclosure is not limited to any spe-
cific hardware and software combination.
[0070] The above is merely the example embodiment
of the present disclosure and not intended to limit the
embodiment of the present disclosure, and for those
skilled in the art, the present disclosure may have various
modifications and variations. Any modifications, equiva-
lent replacements, improvements and the like within the
spirit and principle of the present disclosure shall fall with-
in the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

Industrial Applicability

[0071] As mentioned above, the embodiment of the
present disclosure provides a service chain routing meth-
od and system, and equipment in the system, and has
the following beneficial effects: the relay node may be
adopted to forward the data message forwarded by the
switching node to the next-hop service node when the
next-hop node which does not support the service chain
routing capability is a service node, and the relay node
may be adopted to forward the data message forwarded
by the switching node to the next-hop switching node
when the next-hop node which does not support the serv-
ice chain routing capability is a switching node, so that
the effects of increasing a success probability of service
chain routing and improving a service chain routing
mechanism are further achieved.

Claims

1. A service chain routing method, comprising:

receiving, by a first relay node, a data message
forwarded by a switching node, wherein the data
message is a message sent to a next-hop node
which does not support service chain routing,
and the first relay node forms a binding relation-
ship with the next-hop node (S802);
after determining that a type of the next-hop
node is a switching node, encapsulating, by the
first relay node, address information of a second
relay node in the data message, wherein the
second relay node forms a binding relationship
with the next-hop node (S804); and
sending, by the first relay node, the data mes-
sage in which the address information is encap-
sulated to the second relay node, as to the sec-
ond relay node to delete the address information
in the received data message and forward the
data message in which the address information
is deleted to the switching node which supports
service chain routing (S806).

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, before receiving,
by the first relay node, the data message forwarded
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by the switching node (S802), comprising:

receiving, by the first relay node, the address
information of the second relay node from a net-
work control node.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein
the binding relationship is an address tunnel binding
relationship configured for the first relay node, the
second relay node and the next-hop node in a man-
ner of pre-configuring for the switching node or in a
manner of sending by the network control node a
notice to the switching node.

4. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein
the binding relationship is an address tunnel binding
relationship set for the first relay node, the second
relay node and the next-hop node by the network
control node in a manner of modifying service chain
routing information.

5. The method as claimed in claim 4, before receiving,
by the first relay node, the address information of the
second relay node from the network control node,
comprising:

finding, by the switching node, that the data mes-
sage contains a service chain identifier, and de-
termining, according to the service chain routing
information, that the next-hop node does not
support service chain routing;
sending, by the switching node, an event report
to the network control node; and
allocating, by the network control node, the first
relay node and the second relay node to the
next-hop node according to a network topology,
wherein the second relay node refers to a relay
node directly connected with the switching node
which supports service chain routing.

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein, when
the second relay node is not administered by the
network control node, the network control node
sends an allocation request to a network control
node which administers the second relay node to
obtain a right of using the second relay node and the
address information of the second relay node.

7. A service chain routing system, comprising: a service
orchestration node (10), a network control node (20),
a switching node (30), a service node (40), a first
relay node (52) and a second relay node (54), where-
in the first relay node (52) comprises:

a first receiving component (522), configured to
receive a data message forwarded by the
switching node (30), wherein the data message
is a message sent to a next-hop node which

does not support service chain routing, and the
first relay node (52) forms a binding relationship
with the next-hop node;
a first processing component (524), configured
to, after determining that a type of the next-hop
node is a switching node (30), encapsulate ad-
dress information of the second relay node (54)
in the data message, wherein the second relay
node (54) forms a binding relationship with the
next-hop node; and
a second processing component (526), config-
ured to send the data message in which the ad-
dress information is encapsulated to the second
relay node (54), as to the second relay node (54)
to delete the address information in the received
data message and forward the data message in
which the address information is deleted to the
switching node (30) which supports service
chain routing.

8. The system as claimed in claim 7, wherein the first
relay node (52) further comprises:

a second receiving component (528), config-
ured to receive the address information of the
second relay node (54) from the network control
node (20).

9. The system as claimed in claim 7 or 8, wherein
the binding relationship is an address tunnel binding
relationship configured for the first relay node (52),
the second relay node (54) and the next-hop node
in a manner of pre-configuring for the switching node
(30) or in a manner of sending by the network control
node (20) a notice to the switching node (30).

10. The system as claimed in claim 7 or 8, wherein
the binding relationship is an address tunnel binding
relationship set for the first relay node (52), the sec-
ond relay node (54) and the next-hop node by the
network control node (20) in a manner of modifying
service chain routing information.

11. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein
the switching node (30) comprises:

a determination component (32), configured to
find that the data message contains a service
chain identifier, and determine, according to the
service chain routing information, that the next-
hop node does not support service chain routing;
a first sending component, configured to send
an event report to the network control node (20);
and
the network control node (20) comprises:

an allocation component (22), configured to allocate
the first relay node (52) and the second relay node
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(54) to the next-hop node according to a network
topology, wherein the second relay node (54) refers
to a relay node directly connected with the switching
node (30) which supports service chain routing.

12. The system as claimed in claim 11, wherein the net-
work control node (20) further comprises:

a second sending component (24), configured
to, when the second relay node (54) is not ad-
ministered by the network control node (20),
send an allocation request to a network control
node (20) which administers the second relay
node (54) to obtain a right of using the second
relay node (54) and the address information of
the second relay node (54).
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